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ABSTRACT:
Weightlessness is defined by absence of gravitational force that is exerted on living & non
living things from the core of earth. We are habitual of earth’s atmosphere & our body is
acclimatized according to it. Right from birth to death we remain with in the gravitational
zone of earth & it suites us best than anything else. In case of space explorations, astronauts
feel zero- G or microgravity of which we are not habitual of. Though space exploration for
astronauts has became a very challenging as well as an important task yet these missions
are very injurious from their health point of view. Astronauts experience a lot of uncommon
things & an unfamiliar environmental condition in outer space which we are not used to of.
They experience an innumerable injurious health effects which we don’t experience just
because we have our gravitational protection force which works as a shielding.
Weightlessness affects adversely almost every system of human body whether it is
cardiovascular, cranial, respiratory, reproductive, excretory & skeletal system. This review
principally focuses on less discussed topic of the effect of weightlessness on
temporomandibular joint (TMJ).
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INTRODUCTION:
‘Konstantin Tsiolkovsky’, stated that, ‘The
earth is a cradle for mankind but one
cannot remain in a cradle forever’. Space
exploration is the best example that fits this
quote. As being a Human, it is our wish
from many years to discover something
new & to do best possible to get that.[1]
Biggest fact is that everybody knows a trip
to universe is equally fascinating, curious &
dangerous as well from each & every point
of view. Looking towards the dangerous
side, we all thinks that flying in sky is a very
adventurous experience we all somewhere
wish to do that but, it is not as good as it

looks. Experiencing weightlessness or zeroG is not an easy task.[2-3] Astronauts
undergo many training sessions underwater
because in water gravitational force
exerted on human body reduces & thus an
astronaut
feel
slight
effect
of
weightlessness but not as like as of space.
On a space mission some of the perils are
obvious like hard vacuum, unpredictable
radiations & extreme cold but along with
these some least observed entity is effect of
long term weightlessness on human body.[4]
Though its effect is slow & subtle, yet it is
harmful if proper precautions are not
followed by the cosmonauts. Very few
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studies are published so far on the effect of
microgravity
&
changes
in
temporomandibular
joint
form
&
function.[5]
Effect of weightlessness on body:
Weightlessness affects human body in
almost every way whether it is physiologic
or psychologic. These effects includes bone
loss by loss of bone mineral density, loss of
muscle mass, reduction in number of red
blood cell count, fluid imbalance, changes
in immunity level, cardiovascular & sensory
motor de-conditioning, reduced cardiac
muscle mass resulting in diminished cardiac
function, circadian related problems
involving sleep & performance, increased
flatulence. [6,7]
Effect of weightlessness on bones &
supporting structures: Need of gravity for
maintain homeostasis is felt during space
trip. For human beings, skeletal system is
the backbone of our posture, our strength
to stand & perform multiple functions like
walking, running, dancing etc. Bones play a
major role in all these activities. Bones are
dynamic living tissues which undergo
repeated resorption & deposition under the
effect of mechanical stress & strain. In
absence of gravity, less mechanical strain is
applied to bones & joints thus resulting in
bone loss.[8] Due to bone loss, bone mineral
density decreases which result into weak
bones & more prone to fractures. All
processes starting from bone formation,
new
bone
deposition
to
bone
mineralization decreases or stops during
the phase of weightlessness.[9] Skeletal
muscle support is also not required for
maintaining posture thus resulting in

weakening of these muscles.[10] Imbalance
in fluid distribution of body result into
‘moon face’ appearance of face.
During microgravity phase, due to reduced
stress on bones, they tend to loose minerals
& become porous. Few studies have noted
the effect of microgravity on osteoclastic
activity which leads to bone resorption.[1113] Other studies suggest that during
weightlessness level of hormone like
glucose-dependent insulinotropic peptide
increases after meal. This hormone is
favorable for osteoblastic activity of bone &
induces bone deposition.[14,15] Still a topic of
debate & further research
Effect
of
microgravity
on
Temporomandibular
joint:
Temporomandibular joint is the most
complex joint of our body. It provides
hinging movement in one plane ( a
ginglymoid joint) & at the same time it
provides sliding motion( arthroidal joint) &
hence it is termed as ginglymo-arthroidal
joint16. It is made up of temporal bone,
mandibular condyle & an articular disc,
which acts as a bony connection hence
classified under the category of compound
joint. It is surrounded by strong facial
musculature, ligaments & tendons, which
allows its movement.[17]
In microgravity state, along with
physiological changes, psychological stress
also increases like sleep disturbances,
disfigurement of circadian rhythm of body.
In stressful condition, body activates
hypothalamic activity, which in turn
prepares body to response.[18] There occurs
activation of the autonomic nervous
system. Hypothalamus increases the
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activity of gamma efferent which causes
intrafusal fibers of muscle spindle to
contract, giving an overall effect of increase
in muscle tonicity.[19]

homeostasis affects combinedly towards
disarrangement of temporomandibular
joint function. Problem increases with
longer missions & frequent visits.[22]

In case of microgravity there is reduction in
overall muscle mass thus causing
insufficient increase in muscle tonicity
during stressful period. The effect of stress
directly affects the temporomandibular
architecture along with over all reduction in
bone mineral density of complete body.[20]
Abnormal facial expression, loss of
sensation of pain and temperature,
decreased tongue, and mandibular
movements in simulation microgravity
environment were observed due to fluid
shift mechanism. Thus the effect on TMJ
experienced by cosmonauts is more
psychological than physiological.[21] In
longer duration space visits, circulating
parathormone concentration also reduces
which in turn reduces vitamin D
metabolism & thus resulting into overall
vitamin D deficiency. The effect on
disorientation
of
complete
body

Countermeasures:
Countermeasures
include exercises, proper intake of calcium
& vitamin D supplements, nutrition diet &
proper hydration of body. All such
measures do not completely compensate
the metabolic loss during space flight.[23] It
is still a matter of further study.
CONCLUSION:
Spaceflight-induced bone loss poses
significant health risks for cosmonauts from
past few decades & still a question that is
unsolved. Being oral diagnosticians, oral &
maxillofacial perspective of microgravity is
also a less understood topic. Future
research is required to better understand
the nature of this destruction and to
develop means to counteract it. Successful
resolution of these tasks will increase crew
safety during spaceflight, will enable human
exploration missions.
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